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BY ERICH VANIS
(Translated by Hugh Merrick)
(S£x illustrations: nos. I6- 2r)

Caucasus measure I 100 kilometres from Anapa on the Black
Sea to Cape Apscheron on the Caspian; exactly the length of the
Alps from the Mediterranean at Marseilles to the Wienerwald.
For climbers the most interesting part is confined to the 230 kilometrelong sector from the Dombai group in the west to Kasbek in the east.
Their interest is further focused on two areas within this sector the
Baksan valley and the Bezingi group. Eleven of the fourteen sooo m.
peaks are to be found, packed close together, in the Bezingi group, the
true heart of the whole complex. These peaks form two huge walls the
Dychtau-Koshtantau ridge, some eleven kilometres long, separating the
Bezingi and Mishirgi glaciers, and the Bezingi wall which forms the
Bezingi glacier's southern rim.
The length of this Bezingi wall, from the Dychsu Pass, over Shkara's
three summits, Pik Rustaweli, the two summits of Jangitau, then over
Pik Bezingi, Katuintau, Gestola and Lialver to the Zanner Pass, is about
seventeen kilometres. Its traverse thus offers one of the greatest expeditions in the Causacus. Three Austrians, Karl Moldan, Sepp
Schintlmeister and Karl Poppinger, made the first continuous traverse
of this enormous ridge on August 23-28, 193 I. In so doing they were the
first to set foot on great stretches of the ridge, and they climbed two of its
peaks for the first time. The measure of their achievement can best be
judged by the fact that it had only been repeated nine times up to the end
of 1965. 2 Some of their successors, moreover, took twice as many days
over the undertaking, in spite of the route being now well established.
Even the fastest parties took only a few hours less than the pioneers; and,
however many days or actual climbing hours it may demand, the traverse
of the Bezingi wall remains the supreme target in the Caucasus for all
climbers.
In 1958 I was among the first Austrians, and therefore western
Europeans, to obtain an entry-permit to the Caucasus after the war.
HE

A sketch map of the Bezingi basin appears in A. J. 6-t, facing p. 260.
2
The eleventh traverse was accomplished by another Austrian party in August,
1966. EDITOR.
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Our field of endeavour lay in the Baksan valley and our bag consisted of
both summits of Elbruz, the North peak of Ushba, the North-west
face of Pik Shchurovsky and the first ascent of the North face of Ullukaratau. Bezingi remained a pipe-dream. It was not till 1965 that I obtained a permit for a seven-man team of the Oesterreichischer Touristen
Klub for that area. It goes without saying that the traverse of the Bezingi
wall was our main objective, or rather our main hope, though this
remained problematic, seeing how many parties had set out on the venture
but had mostly failed on Shkara or, if they got as far as the East peak of
Jangitau, were then compelled by bad weather or shortage of provisions
to come down by the Merzbacher rib. Very few reached their intended
goal, the Zanner Pass.
The rib in question, a combined rock and ice climb some 2000 m. in
height, whose rock sections offer difficulties of grade Ill in the alpine
scale, is, incidentally, the only line of escape from this great seventeen
kilometre ridge. This apart, the route lies along the crest of the ridge,
airily exposed fully zooo m. above the glaciers, and the precipices falling
away to north and south are far too sheer to offer a hope of descent.
We left Vienna on July I 8 and our journey by air, rail, lorry and donkey
train brought us, byway of Budapest, Kiev and Piatigorsk, on the evening of the 21st, to the climbers' camp at Bezingi, at 2200 m. We had only
eighteen days to play with and started out at once on a training climb, so
as not to waste precious time. On July 25 my companions climbed
Lialver from the Zanner Pass, and on the same day Peter Lavicka and I
did the tenth ascent of the North face of Ulluauz Bashi (4789 m.). This
1200 m. ice-\vall with a rock finish had been climbed for the first time
two years before by Russian climbers \Vho took five days of intense
effort to master it, and accorded it the then highest grade of assessment
in the Russian scale, 5b. We found excellent conditions prevailing and
were thus able to get up it in ten and a half hours, climbing down by the
Kudjum-Mishirgi Pass, bivouacking on the lower Mishirgi glacier and
returning to camp in time for breakfast next morning. Bad weather then
sentenced us to four days of idleness in the valley. If we were to have
any hope of doing the Bezingi wall, we should have to forego any more
training climbs and go straight for our considerable target.
On July 30, heavily laden, we moved up the eighteen kilometre-long
Bezingi glacier to the so-called 'Austrian Bivouac' (3300 m.). It takes
its name from the Austrian climbers who came here in the 'thirties and
made a number of pioneer climbs. Russian climbers still speak with
great respect of such men as Hugo Tomaschek, the first man to climb the
North buttress of Shkara, which has since borne his name, and Professor
Rudolf Schwarzgruber, who led the 1935 and 1936 Caucasus expeditions
of members of the O.A.K.
·
On the next day, July 3 I, we left our first bivouac before dawn and set
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LOOKING BACK ALONG THJE BEZINGI WALL FROM THE LAST SUMMIT, LIALVER.
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out at 3.30 a.m. on the stumble over moraine and crevasse, through the
dark, to the foot of Shkara's North-east ridge. There are t\vo approaches
to this route, Paul Bauer' s I 928 variant, straight from the Dychsu Pass,
and Cockin's original line in I888 to the west of it. We chose the latter
because it was reputed to be less exposed to extraneous risks. The route
\Vent up savagely crevassed ice-falls benveen the Tomaschek buttress and
the North-east ridge to the so-called' Shkara Cushion', where we rested
and breakfasted from 8 till 9 a.m. at about 4050 m. The steep work
began very soon aftenvards, as \Ve climbed the Cockin couloir in hvo
ropes of three. In spite of our meticulous consideration of every
kilogram during the planning stages, our rucksacks weighed more than
t\venty kilos, a weight vve soon felt uncomfortably in that ice-gully of an
angle of forty-five to fifty degrees.
At about 4450 m, where Bauer's route comes in on the left, the terrain
gradually eased off and developed into the ridge, along which we trudged
till a big snowy shoulder offered us an excellent site for our second
bivouac (Camp II) at 4700 m.
In the 'thirties climbers, following alpine fashions, just sat in their
bivouac sacks; we, ho\vever, had adopted the full Russian technique.
This gives preference to high altitude camps on the Himalayan pattern, a
procedure far more suitable, O\ving to the great length of most of the
Caucasian climbs. So \-VC had with us the lightest Russian three-man
tents, nonetheless capable of tremendous resistance to the elements.
While this means an extra load of about one kilo per man, it ensures that
the nights are no longer penances but can even afford a measure of rest
and recovery. There are, ho\vever, dra\vbacks to the Russian method.
One sleeps too \veil and, even if the preparations for leaving camp begin
at 4 a.m., it tends to be 7 a.m. or even later before everyone is dressed,
breakfast has been cooked and eaten, and the tent finally struck. On
this morning of August I it was 7.30 before our crampons were biting into
the ridge again.
My recollections of the next few hours are of cornices, cornices and
more cornices, of all shapes and sizes. By I0.45 a.m. vve were on Shkara's
North-east summit (5050 m.). The short descent into the next notch,
where we took a breather, and the climb to the main summit took us to
I. I 5 p.m. \Ve were the first Austrians to reach that 520I m. summit
since I936. In spite of the proximity of the Russian climbers' camp,
there are still years \vhen nobody climbs this mountain. Here, on
Shkara, it is brought home with great emphasis that the Caucasus constitute the half-way house between the Alps and the Himalaya.
Ten ropes' lengths to the west of the main summit, at about 5I70 m.,
at 2.30, we established our bivouac Camp Ill. During the night we
\vere surprised by a break in the \veather, \vhich ensured that it should
also bear the numbers IV and V, for cloud and driving snow kept us
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imprisoned there. For two days the gale tried its hardest to tear our
tents away unsuccessfully. During the same period, we tried our
hardest to subdue our hunger with equally little success. We had to
allow ourselves two modest meals even if they bit into our supplies; but
one's requirements grow modest in such situations. All one asks is a
mitten, even a damp one, pushed well home under the lower regions of
one's back as insulation against the cold, a little body-heat accumulated
in one's bivouac-bag and a final extra acid-drop to combat the thirst
that is a permanent affliction. One's world is reduced to the two square
metres of the tent.
On August 4 the weather was dazzlingly fine again. W alter Knezicek
had a throat infection, so Dr. Franz Mandl and Heli Drachsler decided
to take him down with them. This enabled Peter Lavicka, Peter Kernthaler and me to enlarge our food and fuel supplies a little. Then, at
7.20 a. m., we shook hands, wished each other well and set out on our
airy journey to Shkara' s West peak. Cornices and again cornices, even
mightier than those on the North-east ridge. We trod a path between
earth and sky. Some parties had needed a whole day for this two-kilometre section, but we were very lucky. The snow had been firmly packed
by the gale, and our ascent of the fantastic arete, which often overhung
to a distance of six to eight metres on the northern side, brought us to the
Western summit (5057 m.) as early as ten o'clock. We went on down the
mixed ground of the West ridge without stopping. Cornices again, but
broken up here by rock pitches. This day's work was technically the
hardest of the whole ridge. There was never any easy ground and continual concentration was called for. As the finale to the day, we came to
the notorious Rossziihne. Up thirty metres, down forty, up again for
twenty and down thirty again; and only I oo m. of horizontal progress to
show for an hour's hard climbing. We moved forward depressingly
slowly, conditioned to gaining only a few metres at a time, on a seventeen kilometre ridge at that.
At about 5.30 p.m., after roping down a short pitch, we had put yet
another cluster of these rock needles behind us. A nice snow-saddle
now lay between us and the last of the Rossziihne, beyond which must lie
Pik Rustaweli and the Jangi saddle. We discussed briefly whether to
carry on and climb the last of the teeth that day; for to have done with the
rock and to be sure that nothing but good, firm snow lay ahead of us
would have been a comfort. Alas, the sun was setting behind Jangitau;
bitter cold gripped us in its icy claws, and we promptly pitched our tent.
The little snow-saddle between the ice-glazed towers of rock was intended to give us one night's shelter. Once again, we had to stay for three,
for the weather broke again quite unexpectedly, \Vith thunderstorms
thrown in for a change. Now we were not only anxious about our tent,
furiously lashed and shaken by the tempest; we were terrified of being
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DESCENDING THE LAST OF THE 'Rosszii.hne' TO THE
SADDL,E BEFORE Pn< RUSTAVvELI.
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PART OF THE BEZINGI WALL TRAVERSE. LEFT TO RIGHT: PIK
RusTAWELI, ]ANG ITAU EAST suMMIT, } ANGITAU MAIN
SUMMIT; IN THE DISTANCE, PIK BEZINGI AND KATUINTAU.
THE MERZBACHER RIB IS THE RIGHT HAND BUTTRESS DESCENDING FROM }ANGITAU EAST PEAK TOWARDS THE
CAMERA.
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struck by lightning. We remembered the old weather-adage: 'thunderstorms are soon over'. Our particular thunderstorm lasted almost as long
as the gusty gale itself. It persisted for two nights and the day between
them, rolling over and around us in wave after wave, till at last the
disturbance tailed away into snow flurries after the thunder had finally
stopped. After the first terrifying hours, we simply got bored with our
perpetual fear of the lightning flashes. Here we were on the main crest
of the Caucasus, and therefore on the divide between Europe and Asia;
geographical facts seemed to indicate the acceptance of our situation
with Asiatic fatalism and calm. We succeeded marvellously; we slept
by day as well as by night, and coined the slogan 'Camping holidays at
sooo metres'. True, the daily fare at the 'Hotel Rosszahne' was somewhat
scanty. Our supplies had melted away alarmingly, confining us to a
single meal a day; this consisted of a small packet of Knorr soup, a tin
of Russian bully-beef and some slices of bread between us. 'Idle bodies
need no sustenance.'
The only breaks in the tedium were the daily cooking session, from
2 to 4 p.m., and the necessity for one or other of us to dig the tent out of
the drifted snow which half collapsed it once or twice a day and sometimes during the night as well. At intervals of a few seconds the halfcrushed tent was inflated, compressed and inflated again, to the accompaniment of cracks like those of a whip-lash. The seams creaked ominously, but only the poles gave way and had to be replaced by ice-axes
lashed together. As a precaution, we kept important objects like snowgoggles, altimeter and compass in our anorak pockets even when asleep;
our boots and the aluminium shovel were always within hand's reach.
If the tent was wrecked and blown away by the storm we did not intend
to remain helplessly exposed, but would dig a cave for ourselves. But,
praise be, the little Russian tent, Pamirka by name, resisted the fury of the
elements most gamely.
7 p.m. was the daily time for our rocket signal. We had arranged with
the leader of the Russian rescue squad, Martinow, to fire a green rocket
at that hour to show that all was going well; should we be in need of aid,
we were to let off a red one at 8 a.m. or 8 p.m. Nature now saw to it
that we were relieved of the need to adhere to the time-table. We felt
as isolated as astronauts in space. We only learned later that our ground
staff were pretty worried: three groups of Russian climbers, in radio
contact with one another, were sent to the foot of the Bezingi wall in
readiness to give us any help we might need in an emergency. One can
think what one may of the eastern ideology, but the mountain rescue
organisation of the U.S.S.R. is as outstanding as the warm comradeship
and hospitality of the individual Russian climbers themselves.
This lengthy bivouac spanning our sixth, seventh and eighth nights
came to a welcome end on the morning of August 7. The climbing over
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the last of the Rosszahne, plastered as they were in snow and ice, was
most laborious till we at last reached the J angi saddle. We lost little
time in turning Pik Rustaweli to the north, and by noon we were on
Jangi's South-east summit (5038 m.). In spite of grumbling stomachs,
we did not even discuss whether to complete the whole traverse or
descend by the Merzbacher rib. Instead of a midday meal, we just
shook hands and started out in blazing sunshine on the stroll to the main
summit of Jangitau, a sector apparently inviting easy progress. In
direct contrast with Shkara, the crest of the ridge here was broad and
nowhere dangerous. In fact, we made rapid enough progress into the
next depression; but beyond it, and up to the main summit, the going
became extremely tough. We kept stumbling with weariness and leaning
over to the right to take our breathers half-propped against the slope,
half in a sitting posture. We were, however, continually cheered by the
increasing distance between us and Shkara at our backs; for our final
objective, the Zanner Pass, must be drawing proportionately nearer.
And at about 2 p.m. we caught our first sight of it, as we stood on J angitau's 5051 m. main (or North-west) summit, with the whole of the remaining course of the ridge in view. The sight soon put a large damper
on our optimism, for half the route still lay ahead of us, though 've knew
from the experiences of our predecessors that the second half is much
easier and that we ought to be able to deal with it very much more quickly.
By 3 p.m. we were in fact on the summit of our sixth and last 5000 m.
peak, Pik Bezingi (5040 m.) in the full knowledge that everything from
here on would be in a downward direction; at least, each successive
summit would be lower than the one before.
The descent of the North-west ridge of Bezingi, however, took some
time. We had to treat the soft snow on the crest of the ridge and the
intervening rock pitches with some respect, but reached the col at
4700 m. by 6 p.m., pressing on without a halt till, just before the
Siigezahne, at 48oo m., we came upon a splendid niche for a bivouac.
There was enough shelter from the wind on three sides, but the drop to
the north was sheer; the little platform jutted out over the Bezingi
glacier like a stage-box. It was 7 p.m., rocket-time, and we soon sent
up the green signal agreed upon to indicate 'all's well'; then we set
up our tent. We called this ninth bivouac 'Stage-box Camp'. However,
the night was to prove the most uncomfortable one on the whole traverse
for me, in spite of our lovely perch and a gorgeous sunset glow over on
Dychtau; for I was plagued by a sore throat, a temperature and shivering
fits and lay awake longing for morning to come. When it did, we were for
once on the way before 7 a.m., making our breakfast of tricky climbing on
the glazed rock. The Siigeziihne, like the Rossziihne on Shkara, are key
rock-problems to the whole traverse of the Bezingi wall, and we approach~d them with some curiosity. Had not Professor Schintlmeister, the
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first to achieve the traverse, written in the 0. A. Z. in January, 1965:
'The Bezingi wall demands far higher climbing standards than the North
face of the Eiger, not only in respect of the actual technical difficulties
of its rock and ice, but also because of its great length' ? True, the turning
of one tower here reminded me vaguely of the Traverse of the Gods, but
on the whole my doubts about any possible comparison of the two climbs
were confirmed. Agreed, both are monstrous big climbs, but one of
them is a huge face continually under fire from falling stones, the other
an enormously long ridge. Even then, I consider the technical difficulties
3
of the Bezingi traverse less than those of the Eiger.
By 8.30 a.m. the Stigez iihne lay behind us, and by nine o'clock \\~e
had reached the summit of Katuintau (4950 m.). We went straight on
down to the Katuin Plateau and strolled across the flat snow-fields to the
foot of Gestola; easy as the going was, these two kilometres of level snow
were monotonous to the verge of oppressiveness. I suggested we should
call a halt before tackling Gestola' s steep slope. 'No!' said the two
Peters in unison. 'Straight on.' Dutifully, I gave in and started to lead
upwards, only to feel a tug on the rope behind me. My friends had sat
down in the snow to rest after all. 'Only a minute or two,' said Peter
Lavicka, the strongest man in the party, apologetically; 'not to make tea,
or anything like that.' Even as he spoke the 'vords, he was settling the
cooker on his rucksack and putting snow on to melt for tea-water. We
had reached the stage where our bodies no longer obeyed our wills, but
did exactly the opposite to what we wanted. The long days of hunger
were making themselves felt. They had ravaged our strength and our
frames were now empty and all their fuel consumed.
Obviously, we sat there for more than 'a minute or t'vo'; but tea,
with fruit-juice and grape-sugar, helped us over our moment of weakness,
and between 11.30 a.m. and I p.m. we climbed the 350 m. ice-slope to
Gestola (486o m.) without a halt. From there on, things moved rapidly.
We climbed down the North-west slope, traversed the two unnamed
four-thousanders, Pt. 4530 and Pt. 4360 m., and 3.30 p.m. found us on
the last summit of them all, 4350 m. Lialver. We vvere tired, but proud
and happy, as vve looked back once again along the thirteen-kilometre
curve of the ridge behind us, all the way to Shkara. Somevvhere, from the
depths of a rucksack, there emerged a bar of chocolate, held back for a
possible emergency; no"' it became a banquet.
At about 4 p.m. we finally came down to lower regions as we moved, at
first over brittle rock, then across ice-slopes of about forty degrees, to the
Zanner Pass (3920 m.), which we reached just before six o'clock. Here
the real traverse vvas finished. Ahead of us lay mere scrambling ground,
nothing but downhill going. \"\Te kne'v 've could not get down to the
Bezingi camp before nightfall, but hoped the light would see us through
3

Herr Vanis is the only climber so far to have done both climbs.
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to the 'Barankosh ', a delightful little tarn in the moraine at 26 m.
There was enough in the view alone, in our last Caucasian night down
there at the lakeside camp, with a wealth of lovely flowers and all the
drinking water for our considerable needs, to make us happy. But there
was more than that, there was the joy which goes with success, a success
mainly over our own weakness though who remembered that weakness
now? We shook hands triumphantly, squeezing the last sap out of our
fingers, so that they still ached during our flight to Kiev and the train
journey home to Vienna. Nobody would have recognised in us the
apathetic figures tottering down from the Katuin Plateau earlier in the
day.
Our measure of content \vas, I think, utterly complete. Enough to
say that I was happy indeed to say it is to say a great deal. For how often
in a lifetime is it granted one to be really happy ?
*

*

*

*

*

During the winter, my old clubmate of the Oesterreichischer Alpen
Klub, Professor Schintlmeister, who now resides in Dresden, asked me
for a time-table of our traverse. Somewhat shamefacedly, I set out our
times exactly for, owing to the four lost days of bad \Veather, we had
taken almost twice as long as he had from the 'Austrian Bivouac' to the
Barankosh nine days in all. I was very surprised when Sepp Schintlmeister informed me that, in terms of actual climbing hours, we had
taken the shortest time yet. For though it makes little difference to us
whether we set up a 'record' or not, it was comforting to learn in retrospect that we had at least not converted the climb into a crawl.
•

*

*

*

*

At the beginning of January, I g66, I answered a telephone call asking
me to come to Vienna's Westbahnhof that evening. Some Russian
climbers, I was told, were on the way to our own Arlberg and had
something they wanted to give me. As it turned out, it was Anatolij
Lewin from Moscow, who had himself with three others led the tenth
successful traverse of the Bezingi wall shortly after us, from August
8 to 16. He had brought a bottle of Vodka for me. 'A present', he
announced, 'from the tenth party to the ninth, in gratitude for the
lovely trail they left for us! '.
We drank the health of the Bezingi wall, a health to our next visit to the
Caucasus.

Note. I much regret that, owing to damage to the block, I have
had to hold over publication of a fine panoramic photograph of the
Bezingi Wall until the November, 1967, issue. EDITOR.
•

